Introduction

I love Photoshop Elements, I really do. Now, I’m a graphics geek, so I’m a Photoshop user from way back—version 2. When I got my first good look at Photoshop Elements 1, I was thrilled that Adobe had managed to roll much of the power of Photoshop into such a simple, clean package. Now that we’re up to version 6, I like the program even better.

Photoshop Elements is easy to use, but it still has a lot of great features brought over from Big Mama Photoshop, such as batch processing and my favorite Photoshop command, Shadow/Highlights. To sweeten the pot, there’s a built-in photo catalog, called the Organizer, and easy ways to create fun projects using your photos, from hardbound books to slideshows that will really wow the boss or the grandparents.

You can get Photoshop Elements 6 for Mac OS X or for Windows, and it works almost identically on the two platforms. You’ll find a few differences—for example, on the Mac, the Organizer is called Bridge—but for the most part, you can use either version with this book (which was written using the Windows version). If you are using a Mac, you’ll need to translate keyboard shortcuts a bit; instead of using Ctrl, use the Command key, and instead of using Alt, use the Option key.

You’ve probably noticed that Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Photoshop Elements 6 in 24 Hours is divided into hours rather than chapters. Not surprisingly, there are 24 hours in the book. Don’t view this as a challenge, however; I don’t expect you to work through the book in 24 consecutive hours. Instead, complete each hour at your own pace. Feel free to skip around. If you’re already familiar with Photoshop or with older versions of Photoshop Elements, don’t skip the Workshop sections. I know they look like homework (and they are!), but I’ve tried to keep them fun, useful, and short—and even experienced users will find them valuable.

I’ve posted a bunch of the photos used in this book on the Sams website. You can find them by going to www.informit.com/title/0672330172. Now, you won’t see all the book’s photos in this downloadable collection; I’ve indicated in the text when a photo is included so that you can work along with me on the Try It Yourself sections. But the real point of all this is for you to learn to work with your photos, those special images of your family, the things you’re interested in, the places you travel, and whatever else you snap pictures of. So jump on in using your own photos, and—whatever else you do—have fun!
HOUR 6

Making Quick Fixes

What You’ll Learn in This Hour:

- When to use Quick Fix—and when not to
- How Photoshop Elements uses the Auto Quick Fixes to fix your images
- How to make your own fixes using the Quick Fix controls

Click. Oh my, look how sharp my picture is now! Click. Hey, the colors are all bright now, too! As the late, great magician Doug Henning used to say, “It’s magic!”

Well, perhaps not literally. But Photoshop Elements Quick Fixes, which you can perform in either the Organizer or the Editor, certainly give you a lot of bang for your single click. Most of the time, you’ll find that a Quick Fix makes a marked improvement in an image. When you’re in a hurry or just don’t have the patience to mess around with a picture, Quick Fix is where you want to go.

When Is Quick Fix the Right Tool?

As you know, the Editor has three modes: Guided Edit, Quick Fix, and Full Edit. If you’re feeling frisky and ready to really get your hands dirty, you’ll want to take the time to work on your photos in Full Edit mode. This is where you have the most control over what you do and how much of it you do. On the other hand, when you want to do the work yourself, but you want a little hand-holding, Guided Edit is for you. You’ll use the same tools and commands as you would in Full Edit mode, but you won’t have to locate them in the toolbox or the menus, and Photoshop Elements will offer you helpful instructions as you work.

But if you really don’t know how to accomplish your desired result (perhaps you haven’t finished reading this book yet), or if you’re just in a hurry, you need Quick Fix. In the Editor, the Quick Fixes are grouped into four categories, each with one or more sliders you
can use to make your own changes to the picture, accompanied by an Auto button you can click to have Photoshop Elements do the work for you (see Figure 6.1). In the Organizer, the Fix tab contains six buttons that correspond to the six Auto buttons in the Editor; if you’re too pressed for time even to switch to the Editor, you can just click and go.

Before we go over what each Quick Fix is and when you should use it, here’s the basic workflow for using any Quick Fix:

1. Choose a photo or photos in the Organizer. If you’re working with more than one picture, the extras are popped into the Project Bin so you can work on one at a time. (When you double-click an image in the Bin to work on it, the current image drops back into the Bin.)

2. Switch to Quick Fix mode in the Editor, either by choosing Editor, Quick Fix or by clicking the Edit tab in the Task pane and then clicking the Quick Fix button.

3. Choose an option from the View menu below the image preview (see Figure 6.2). I usually use either Before & After—Horizontal or Before & After—Vertical, depending on whether the photo I’m editing is vertically or horizontally oriented.

4. In the After view, rotate and crop the image into its final form. (There’s no point in applying fixes to parts of the image you’re just going to delete anyway.)
5. Try one of the Quick Fixes by clicking the Auto button or dragging the slider. When you use the slider, if you like the results, click Commit (the green check mark); if you don’t, click Cancel (the red universal “no” symbol).

6. Choose File, Close or press Ctrl+W; when prompted, save the file, either with the same name or with a different one (if you want to preserve the original version).

Try to use only one or two of the Auto fixes on any given image because they overlap somewhat. Using more than one can “fix” an image too much and actually create problems that didn’t exist before, such as too-bright highlights. And always save Sharpen for last so that you don’t undo its work by modifying the picture’s highlights and shadows.

**General Fixes**

The General fixes include Smart Fix, which sounds promising, and Red Eye Fix, which is downright indispensable. You already know what red eye is and why you don’t want it, but what exactly does Smart Fix do?

Smart Fix adjusts both lighting and color at the same time, leaving your image ready for sharpening. Ideally, while maintaining or improving contrast, Smart Fix lightens shadows that are too dark and darkens highlights that are too bright. You can apply it either by clicking Auto or by dragging the slider to determine exactly how much you’re willing to let Photoshop Elements mess around with your picture.
Clicking the Auto button usually yields the same amount of modification as dragging the slider halfway. If you drag the slider all the way to the right, an undesirable color cast might appear. This is, quite literally, too much of a good thing; the maximum setting for the Smart Fix slider makes the same changes Photoshop Elements would do automatically, only to a greater degree. For example, if an image is too orange, adding a bit of green to it balances the color. But adding more green just turns the whole picture greenish.

Now, before we move on, you should know one thing about Red Eye Fix: It doesn’t always work. That’s right, Photoshop Elements might be magical, but it’s not infallible. Occasionally, the program finds an area in the image that it thinks is a red eye and “fixes” it, which is not so good if the area is actually supposed to be red. Other times, it inexplicably overlooks the huge case of red eye right in the middle of the picture. If Red Eye Fix doesn’t work for you, undo and switch to Full Edit mode so you can make the fix manually using the Red Eye Removal tool. We go over how to do that in Hour 13, “Removing Red Eye, Dust, and Scratches.”

**Lighting**

These Quick Fixes concentrate on adjusting the overall lightness of each image. You’re presented with different tools for fixing different problems; you can adjust highlights, the image’s brightest areas; shadows, the image’s darkest areas; or midtones, the areas that are in between. With the Lighting Quick Fixes, you can choose to work with one of these or all three at the same time.

**Light and Shadows**

The Quick Fixes found in the Lighting category are the same commands you’ll find in the Enhance menu’s Adjust Lighting submenu: Levels, Brightness/Contrast, and Shadows/Highlights. These three tools attempt to accomplish the same thing in three different ways.

- Levels remaps the darkest pixel in the image to true black and the lightest one to true white, spreading out all the ones in between. It can affect the picture’s overall color, so it’s useful primarily when the image has a color cast.

- Contrast does the same thing, only without affecting color. Use it when the picture’s color is just the way you want it, but you want to bump up the contrast between light and dark areas.

- Shadows/Highlights controls enable you to adjust a photo’s highlights, shadows, or midtones independently of each other. Lighten Shadows pulls more
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detail out of shadowed areas but leaves solid black areas alone; Darken Highlights adds more depth to bright areas but leaves solid white areas alone. Drag the Midtone Contrast slider to reduce or increase the contrast in medium areas.

Try it Yourself

Fix a Dark Photo

For this task, we use a photo that I took recently, one that really embodies the phrase “should have known better.” I wanted to capture the graceful Art Deco shape of the greyhound atop this standing ashtray, but I should have moved the whole thing away from the window before taking the shot. As it was, the bright back lighting really confused my camera’s flash; the area around the window is way too dark. Let’s see what we can do with this photo; it’s called ashtray.jpg, and you can download it from the book’s website at www.informit.com/title/9780672330179.

1. Locate the file in the Organizer or on your hard drive and open it.

2. In the View menu, choose Before & After: Horizontal or Before & After Vertical (see Figure 6.3). (If you have a widescreen monitor, the Horizontal view works particularly well.)

3. Let’s experiment. First, click the Auto Levels button. Clearly, that’s not the right tool to fix this image because it makes almost no change. Moving on....

FIGURE 6.3
Widescreen monitors really lend themselves to this kind of side-by-side image editing.
4. Now let's try clicking the Auto Contrast button. Still no improvement—there's already plenty of contrast in this picture, just not the kind we want.

5. Next, let's pull out my favorite tools in Photoshop or Photoshop Elements: Shadows/Highlights. We know the shadows in this picture are too dark, so start by dragging the Lighten Shadows slider to the right. Not too far; you don’t want to mess with the dark colors in the window frame and the ashtray base. The ideal amount of adjustment for this picture is about a third of the slider's total length.

6. Now let's see what happens if you pull the Darken Highlights slider about halfway to the right. You should see the tree outside the window solidify as some of its lightest leaves are darkened.

7. Finally, drag the Midtone Contrast slider just a bit to the left—not quite to the first tick mark on the line. Now you should be able to see more detail on the window frame and the ashtray base.

This photo's still far from perfect, but at least you can see the greyhound pretty well now (see Figure 6.4). I took the photo with the idea of re-creating the greyhound as line art for a T-shirt, so these fixes help a lot; now I’ll be able to redraw details such as the ribs and the mouth that weren't visible before.

**FIGURE 6.4**
A couple Smart Fixes really pull out the greyhound from the dark background so you can see its details.
If you've studied art, you might have run across the idea of defining colors in terms of their hue, their saturation (or intensity), and their brightness. And if you've never heard of this color model, you might want to stop off at the sidebar on this page, “Color Me Impressed,” and spend some time getting used to it.

**Color Me Impressed**

What better way to learn about how color works than to get your hands dirty with some paint—metaphorically, of course. To get a handle on how hue, saturation, and brightness work together, switch to Full Edit mode and click the Foreground color swatch in the toolbox to open the Color Picker (see Figure 6.5).

Choosing colors with the Color Picker is almost exactly like poking your fingers into a paint palette and mixing up just the shade you need. First, drag the slider on the rainbow-colored hue bar to choose the basic color you want. Then click around in the larger color field to choose darker, lighter, more intense, and less intense variations of that color. The color you’re mixing up is displayed as the top swatch next to the color slider, with the previous Foreground color swatch below it for comparison. As you move from left to right in the color field, your color choice becomes more saturated—basically, it moves farther from gray. And as you move from top to bottom, the color becomes darker.

Meanwhile, the numbers in the H, S, and B fields to the right of the color slider show you the actual mathematical values associated with each color you choose. Hue is measured in degrees; it’s often pictured as a rainbow-colored circle instead of a straight bar. True red is considered the zero point, so the number of degrees...
indicates how far around the circle your color is from red. A measurement of 180° gives you the opposite, or complement, of red, which is cyan (greenish blue).

Saturation and brightness are both measured in percentages. A saturation value of 0 gives you a color with no color in it—that is, a shade of gray. And brightness ranges from 0%, which is black, to 100%, which is white. Try clicking and dragging in the color field to see how the saturation and brightness numbers change as you move the cursor.

Feel free to experiment with the Color Picker until you feel you have a good understanding of how colors depend on these three attributes of hue, saturation, and brightness. Then you can move on to working with the Color Fixes.

**Working with the Components of Color**

We’ve already worked with brightness; the controls for that aspect of color are located in the Lighting Fixes section. So here, we’re able to modify a picture’s overall saturation and hue. Essentially, you increase saturation to improve faded colors, and you change the hue setting to fix a color cast.

The Color Fixes also include two specialized variations on the Hue slider: Temperature and Tint. Dragging the Temperature slider makes the image look warmer (more red) or cooler (more blue). When you have the color temperature where you want it, you can use the Tint slider to fine-tune the image’s color.

Let’s try these tools on a picture that can definitely use some help.

**Try it Yourself**

**Fix an Off-Color Photo**

The photo I’m using here is also on the book’s website, so you can download it and follow right along with me. I took it at one of my favorite New Orleans restaurants, Café Degas, and the file is called degas.jpg.

1. Find degas.jpg in the Organizer or on your hard drive, and open it.

2. Set your View menu preference, making sure you’re using one of the Before & After options so that you can see exactly what effect your modifications have on the picture.

3. Try dragging the Saturation slider just a bit to the right. This picture is already pretty highly saturated, but a bit more will just make the neon sign glow a touch more brightly.
4. Now experiment with the Hue slider. It provides some pretty neat special effects—I especially like the purple version of the image you can produce by dragging the slider about halfway to the left end—but it's not really improving the picture any. Click the Cancel button and move on.

5. The lighting in this scene didn't look orange when I was standing there, but it came out that way in the picture; this sort of color shift often occurs when you photograph artificial lights at night. Drag the Temperature slider to the left to eliminate that orange cast; make sure you move the slider well into the blue area of the bar.

6. Okay, the orange is gone, but now the image looks too green. That's what the Tint slider is for! Drag it rightward to about the three-quarters position, or even further, depending on where you placed the Temperature slider (see Figure 6.6, both here and in the color section). Watch the bushes (they should still be green) and the skin tones on the waiter's face (he's leaning in the doorway).

When you're done making these changes, you should see that the sky at the very top of the picture, above the restaurant's roof, is now a lovely midnight blue. If so, you're on the right track—that's exactly what color the sky was on that warm evening in the Crescent City.
Sharpen

The Sharpen slider is definitely not a panacea—it can’t restore details that weren’t part of a picture to begin with—but it can create the illusion of a sharper image. It’s more of that Photoshop Elements magic, and it’s based on some pretty heavy-duty math, combined with an old-time darkroom technique.

How Sharpening Works

Let’s start by reviewing the darkroom trick. It’s called unsharp masking, and it goes something like this:

1. Put the negative of your blurry picture on top of a glass plate, with unexposed film under the glass.

2. Make a copy of the negative on the new film, which gives you an inverted version of the negative—a positive. In addition to being inverted, the new copy is slightly distorted because the light that produced it had to pass through the glass plate.

3. So now you make a very short-exposure print of the positive. Then on the same paper you print the original negative.

What you get is an image with its edges highlighted because of the slight difference between the negative and the positive. And highlighted edges look sharper and more detailed.

Now let’s translate that into mathematical terms to see what Photoshop Elements does. On second thought, let’s not. Math is what computers do best, and we don’t need to know how it works to use unsharp masking with Photoshop Elements. All we need to do is use the Sharpen Quick Fix.

Try it Yourself

Fix a Blurry Photo

In this task, we use one more photo from the book’s website. It’s a shot I took at the Boston Flower Show a few years ago. Now, if you live in New England, this show is the place to go in March when you’ve had enough of winter and you’re craving green growing things. But it’s held in a big convention center, under artificial light, so colors in photos taken there tend to be, well, odd. I’ve taken care of that problem in this photo, which is called flowervase.jpg, but it’s still a little fuzzy. Let’s see if we can fix that.
1. Open `flowervase.jpg` and switch to the Editor’s Quick Fix mode (see Figure 6.7).

![FIGURE 6.7](image)

Sharpening is a tricky business; it’s so easy to oversharpen. Always use a light touch.

2. Adjust the View setting so you can see both the before and after versions of the picture; then take care of any lighting or color fixes you want to make for this image.

3. Drag the Sharpen slider to the right. How much? You have to judge for yourself. I like to take the slider all the way to the right, at which point I’m seeing all kinds of graininess and even sometimes bright halos around shapes. Then I back off until the image is as sharp as it can get without the extra grain and halos.

That’s it! Sharpening is probably the quickest of the Quick Fixes. Just remember to do your sharpening last so you don’t undo its effects by changing lighting or color settings.

Summary

Photoshop Elements Quick Fix mode works just as advertised: It’s quick, and it enables you to fix a wide variety of common image problems. In this hour, you adjusted shadows and highlights using the Lighting Fixes, removed a color cast using the Color Fixes, and restored detail to a blurry photo using the Sharpen Fix. In the next hour, you’ll learn how to use all the Photoshop Elements selection tools so that you can apply these and other fixes to selected parts of an image. You’ll also learn how you can use layers to keep image elements separate.
Q&A

Q. Can I use the Red Eye Quick Fix to fix “green eye” in animals?

A. Unfortunately, no, you can’t—it works only on specifically red areas. We look at ways to eliminate “green eye” later in the book, though.

Q. Why should I bother with the Editor’s Quick Fix mode when the Organizer has these handy Auto Fix buttons?

A. If you want to exercise any control over how much adjustment is applied, you need to skip the Auto Fixes and the Auto buttons and use the Quick Fix sliders in the Editor.

Workshop

You might find that Quick Fix doesn’t do what you want for every image you try it on, but you won’t find out unless you try. Answer the Quiz questions, and then use the Activities to get some experience with Quick Fix under your belt.

Quiz

1. Unsharp masking reduces the sharpness of an image by masking off parts of it.
   A. True
   B. False

2. Which of the following is not a component of color?
   A. Hue
   B. Brightness
   C. Shade
   D. Saturation

3. Which Quick Fix should you always do last?
   A. Red Eye
   B. Levels
   C. Saturation
   D. Sharpen
Quiz Answers

1. B. Unsharp masking actually uses a mask that covers everything but the edges within the image. Because of the mask, Photoshop Elements can increase the contrast on those edges without affecting the rest of the picture.

2. C. The color model we’re using in this hour is called HSB, for Hue, Saturation, and Brightness.

3. D. Photoshop Elements conveniently places the four Quick Fix categories in the appropriate order for applying them.

Activities

1. Go through your photo collection and find a photo that’s really dark. Experiment with the Lighting Quick Fixes until you find the best way to lighten the image. What happens when you lighten it too much?

2. Now try the same thing with a photo that’s overexposed (too light). Do you have the same degree of success? If not, why do you think that’s the case?
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drag-and-drop copying, 319-324
drawing shapes, 392
drawing tools, 30-31
dry brush filter, 373
dust, removing, 229
 dust & Scratches filter, 229-231
 Healing brush, 231-232
 Spot Healing brush, 232

Dust & Scratches filter, 229-231, 235
black and white contrast, 286
noise, 340-341
dye sublimation printers, 153

Easy Elements website, 11
EasyShare galleries, 178-179
edges of selections, modifying, 121-123
Edit Album button, 84
Edit menu
Editor, 24
Organizer, 18
Edit menu commands
Color Settings, 155
Contact Book, 172
Fill Selection, 124
Preferences
General, 36
Saving Files, 55
Redo, 59
Stack
Automatically Suggest Photo Stacks, 81
Remove Selected Photos from Stack, 80
Set As Top Photo, 80
Stack Selected Photos, 80
Unstack Photos, 81
Stroke (Outline) Selection, 125
Undo, 59
editing. See modifying
Editor
Create tab, 15-16
Edit menu, 24
Enhance menu, 24
File menu, 24
Filter menu, 24
Full Edit mode, 15
Guided Edit mode, 15, 34
Help menu, 25
Image Bin, 34
Image menu, 24
Image Size dialog box, 73
Layer menu, 24
menu bar, 23-25
Options bar, 25
Palette Bin, 33
photos, fixing, 14
Quick Fix mode, 15, 34
choosing, 97
color, 103-105
dark photo fix, 101-102
General fixes, 99-100
lighting, 100
Organizer Auto Fix buttons, compared, 108
Sharpen slider, 106-107
workflow, 98-99
Select menu, 24
Share tab, 16
status bar, 33-34
toolbox, 25-26
crop tools, 29
drawing tools, 30-31
Foreground and Background color swatches, 32
measuring tools, 26
navigation tools, 26
painting tools, 30-31
retouching tools, 30
selection tools, 27
shape tools, 31
type tools, 28
View menu, 24
Window menu, 24
workspace, 33
effects. See also special effects
chalk, 378
charcoal, 378
clouds, 350
Conté crayon, 378
diffuse glow, 448
filters, adjusting, 365
lens flare, 352
lighting, 352
adding light, 353
adjusting lights, 356
light properties, 355
light types, 354
texture, 355
tutorial website, 353
neon glow, 447
neon with glowing edges, 381
ocean ripples, 449
oil painting
Paint Daubs filter, 376
Palette Knife filter, 375
Underpainting filter, 375
pastels
Rough Pastels filter, 377
Smudge Stick filter, 378
pen-and-ink, 379
photo, applying, 431-432
plastic wrap, 447
solarize, 451
sponging, 381
Sumi-e, 380
texture, 364
adding, 360
cracks, 361
grain, 361-362
mosaic, 362
patchwork quilt, 362
stained glass, 363
twisting colors
Gradient Map filter, 441-442
Invert filter, 444
posterizing, 444
Threshold filter, 445-446
watercolor, 372
Dry Brush filter, 373
Spatter filter, 374
Watercolor filter, 373
waves, 449
woven surfaces, 351
Effects command (Window menu), 145
Effects palette
applying filters, 337-338
photo effects, 431
type layers, 145
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ellipses, 395
Elliptical Marquee tool, 27, 112-113
emailing photos
    as attachments, 169
    mobile phones, 168
    as PDF slideshow, 173
    Stationary and Layouts wizard, 170-172
Enhance menu (Editor), 24
Enhance menu commands
    Adjust Color
        Adjust Color for Skin Tone, 256
        Adjust Hue/Saturation, 246
        Color Variations, 243
        Remove Color, 248
        Remove Color Cast, 245
        Replace Color, 250
    Adjust Lighting
        Brightness/Contrast, 257
        Levels, 258-259
        Shadows/Highlights, 259-261
        Convert to Black and White, 248
epinions.com website, 151
.EPS files, 48
EPS TIFF Preview file format, 48
Eraser tools, 30, 406
    Background Eraser, 409-410
    erasing with, 406
    Magic Eraser, 407-408
Exclusion blending mode, 427, 430
existing files, opening, 42-44
exposure, Guided Edit mode, 7, 270-271
external editors, 22
Eyedropper tool, 27, 391

F
fabric prints, 163
face tagging, 90-91
Face Tagging window, 91
facial feature replacements, 330-332
Faux Bold button (Options bar), 140
Faux Bold type, 140
Faux italic button (Options bar), 140
Faux Italic type, 140
Feather command (Select menu), 122
feathering
    patching selections, 333
    selection edges, 122
Fibers filter, 351
file formats
    BMP, 48
    camera raw, 48
    choosing, 50-51
    CompuServe GIF, 48
    EPS TIFF Preview, 48
    Filmstrip, 49
    generic EPS, 48
    JPEG, 48
    JPEG 2000, 49
    listing of, 48-49
    lowercase extensions, 52
    PCX, 48
    Photo Project Format, 48
    Photoshop, 48
    Photoshop EPS, 48
    Photoshop PDF, 49
    Photoshop Raw, 49
    PICT, 49
    Pixar, 49
    PNG, 49, 60
    Scitex CT, 49
    Targa, 49
    TIFF, 49
    Wireless Bitmap, 49
File menu
    Editor, 24
    Organizer, 18
File menu commands
    Blank File, 40
    Get Photos and Videos
        From Files and Folders, 42
        From Scanner, 71
    Import, Frame from Video, 68
Open, 42
Order Prints, 155
Print, 157
Print Multiple Photos, 160
Save As, 50
Save for Web, 56
files
    Help PDF, 9
    new image
        built-in presets, 42
        creating, 39-41
        opening, 42, 44
        saving
            as copies, 52
            for editing, 50
            file formats, 48-51
            ICC profiles, 52
            layers, 52
            lowercase extensions, 52
            in Organizer, 51
            as Photoshop EPS files, 53
            as Photoshop PDF files, 53
            preferences, 55-56
            for publication, 51
            thumbnails, 52
            as TIFF files, 54-55
            version sets, 51
            for the Web, 50, 56-58
Fill Layer dialog box, 124
Fill Selection command (Edit menu), 124
filling selections, 124-125, 133
Filmstrip file format, 49
Filter Gallery, 338-339
Filter Gallery command (Filter menu), 339
Filter menu (Editor), 24
Filter menu commands
    Adjustments
        Gradient Map, 441
        Invert, 444
        Posterize, 444
        Threshold, 445
    Artistic
        Dry Brush, 373
        Neon Glow, 447
        Paint Daubs, 376
Find Faces for Tagging command

Palette Knife, 375
Plastic Wrap, 447
Rough Pastels, 377
Smudge Stick, 378
Spatter, 374
Sponge, 381
Underpainting, 375
Watercolor, 373
Brush Strokes, Sumi-e, 380
Correct Camera Distortion, 213
Distort
  Diffuse Glow, 448
  Liquify, 437
  Ocean Ripple, 449
  Wave, 449
Filter Gallery, 339
Noise
  Add Noise, 342
  Despeckle, 340
  Dust & Scratches, 230, 340-341
  Median, 341
  Reduce Noise, 341
Render
  3D Transform, 358
  Clouds, 350
  Difference Clouds, 350
  Lighting Effects, 353
Sketch
  Chalk & Charcoal, 378
  Conté Crayon, 378
  Graphic Pen, 379
Stylize
  Glowing Edges, 381
  Solarize, 451
filters
  3D Transform, 357-360
  Accented Edges, 383
  Add Noise, 342
  adjusting effects of, 365
  applying, 337-338
  Average, 344
Blur
  Average, 344
  Blur, 344
Blur More, 344
  Blur tool, compared, 367
Gaussian Blur, 344
Motion Blur, 349
Radial Blur, 347-348
Smart Blur, 346-347
Blur More, 344
Chalk & Charcoal, 378
Clouds, 350
combining, 382
Conté Crayon, 378
Dark Strokes, 382
Despeckle, 286, 340
Difference Clouds, 350
Diffuse Glow, 448
Distort, 209
Dust & Scratches, 229-231, 235
  black and white contrast, 286
  noise, 340-341
Fibers, 351
Filter Gallery, 338-339
Fibers, 351
Gaussion Blur, 344
Glowing Edges, 381
Gradient Map, 441-442
Graphic Pen, 379
Invert, 444
Lens Flare, 352
Lighting Effects, 352
  adding light, 353
  adjusting lights, 356
  light properties, 355
  light types, 354
  texture, 355
  tutorial website, 353
Liquify, 437-440
Median, 341
Motion Blur, 349
Neon Glow, 447
Noise
  Add Noise, 342
  Despeckle, 340
  Dust & Scratches, 340-341
Smart Blur, 346-347
Reduce Noise, 233-234, 341
Render, 350
  3D Transform, 357-360
  Clouds, 350
  Difference Clouds, 350
  Fibers, 351
  Lens Flare, 352
  Lighting Effects, 352-356
  Texture Fill, 357
Smart Blur, 346-347
Solarize, 451
Sponge, 381
Sumi-e, 380
Texture, 360
  Craquelure, 361
  Grain, 361-362
  Mosaic Tiles, 362
  Patchwork, 362
  Stained Glass, 363
  Texturizer, 364
Texture Fill, 357
Threshold, 445-446
Water Paper, 382
watercolor, 372
  Dry Brush, 373
  Spatter, 374
  Watercolor, 373
Wave, 449
Find bar (Photo Browser), 21
Find Faces for Tagging command
(Find menu), 91
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Find menu

Find menu (Organizer), 18
Find menu commands, Find Faces for Tagging, 91
Fix tab (Organizer), 14
fixing
  black and white photos
    burning, 287-289
  contrast, 282-286
cropping, 291
dodging, 287-288
exercise, 294-296
hand-coloring, 315-316
painting over areas, 289-290
removing tints, 290-291
straightening, 291
tears/folds, 293-294
tinting, 298-300
vignetting, 297-298
brightness, 241
color
  Auto Color Correction, 242
casts, 305-307
Color Curves tool, 255
Color Variations, 243-244, 262
Guided Edit mode, 270-271
Highlights/Shadows dialog box, 259-261
Levels dialog box, 258-262
Quick Fixes, 100-102
Smart Fix tool, 99
photos
  blurry, 106-107
color, 104-105
Editor, 14
Organizer, 14
red eye, 226
  manually, 227-229
Red Eye Fix, 100
Red Eye Removal tool, 227
removing small objects
  Clone Stamp tool, 223-225
copy and paste, 221-222
saturation, 311-313
sharpness, 106-107
skin tone, 273
tears/folds, 293-294
Flickr website, 179
flipping images, 201
.FLM files, 49
folds, fixing, 293-294
fonts, 138-139
Foreground color swatch (Editor toolbox), 32
formats (files)
  BMP 48
camera raw, 48
choosing, 50-51
CompuServe GIF, 48
EPS TIFF Preview, 48
Filmstrip, 49
generic EPS, 48
JPEG, 48
JPEG 2000, 49
listing of, 48-49
lowercase extensions, 52
PCX, 48
Photo Project Format, 48
Photoshop, 48
Photoshop EPS, 48
Photoshop PDF, 49
Photoshop Raw, 49
PICT, 49
Pixar, 49
PNG, 49, 60
Scitex CT, 49
Targa, 49
TIFF, 49
web images, 166
Wireless Bitmap, 49
Forward to Next View button (Organizer toolbar), 19
Frame from Video dialog box, 68
free transformations, 211-212
Full Edit mode (Editor), 15
Full Screen View dialog box, 82

G

gamuts (color), 149
Gaussian Blur filter, 344
General fixes, 99-100
generic EPS file format, 48
general fixes, 394-396
Get Photos and Videos commands (File menu)
  From Files and Folders, 42
  From Scanner, 71
Get Photos from Scanner dialog box, 71
.GIF files, 48
Glowing Edges filter, 381
Gorey, Edward, 379
Gradient Editor dialog box, 442
Gradient Map filter, 441-442
Gradient tools, 31
gradients, creating, 442-443
Grain filter, 361-362
graininess, deleting, 341
Graphic Pen filter, 379

grouping
  albums, 82
  layers, 131
Grow command (Select menu), 120
Guided Activities, 274
Guided Edit, 8
  basic photo edits, 7, 268-270
color correction, 7, 272-274
  in Editor, 15, 34
guided activities, 7, 274
Lighting and Exposure, 270-271
lighting/exposure, 7
photomerge, 7, 275
tasks, 7
undoing, 276
warnings, 267-268

H
Hand tool, 26
hand-coloring black and white photos, 315-316
Hard Light blending mode, 426, 429
Hard Mix blending mode, 426
Healing brush, 30
  bleeding edges, 232
  painting over areas, 289
  removing dust & scratches, 231-232
Heal
  Guided Edit, 7-8, 15, 34
  Help menu, 8-9
  Help PDF file, 9
tool tips, 6

I
.ICB files, 49
ICC profiles, 52
Image Bin (Editor), 34
Image menu (Editor), 24
Image menu commands
  Resize
    Canvas Size, 74
    Image Size, 73
  Rotate
    90° Left or 90° Right, 199
    Custom, 199
    Flip Horizontal, 201
    Flip Vertical, 201

Help menu, 8-9
  Editor, 25
  LiveDocs, 8
  Organizer, 18
  Photoshop Elements Help command, 8
Help PDF file, 9

  hiding selection marquees, 321
  highlights
    fixing, 309
    Shadows/Highlights Quick Fix tool, 100
Highlights/Shadow dialog box, 259-261
history of Photoshop Elements, 9-10
history states, 59
Horizontal Type Mask tool, 28
Horizontal Type tool, 28, 136
HSB (Hue/Saturation/Brightness), 150
hue, 103
Hue blending mode, 427
Hue slider (Hue/Saturation dialog box), 248
Hue/Saturation dialog box, 246-248

Straighten and Crop Image, 199
Straighten Image, 199
Transform
  Free Transform, 211
  Perspective, 210
  Skew, 206
Image Size dialog box, 47, 73
images. See also photos
canvas size, modifying, 74-75
composites
  adjustment layers, 418-424
  blending modes, 425-430
  creating with layer styles, 415-417
  lighting, 413
  photo effects, 431-432
  scale, 414
  copying, 319-324
  creating, 32
cropping, 193-198
  Cookie Cutter tool, 194
good composition, 195-196
  Rectangular Marquee tool, 194
  rule of thirds, 196
Selection tool, 202
Selection tools, 194
existing files, opening, 42-44
fixing
  blurring, 310
  color intensity, 311-312
  saturation, 311-313
  sharpening, 310
fixing distorted, 213-215
flipping, 201
layers, 125-127
  adding/deleting, 128-129
  Background, 133
  combining, 130
  creating, 126
grouping, 131
linking, 130
moving, 129
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opacity, 131
type, 136
visibility, 131
liquefying, 437-440
new
built-in presets, 42
creating, 39-41
objects
focusing attention, 310
moving, 313-315
printing
choosing paper, 156
choosing printers, 151-154
color management
options, 158
color systems, 149-151
contact sheets, 160-161
enabling color management, 155-156
on fabric, 163
longevity, 163
ordering prints, 155
output settings, 158
page setup options, 159
picture packages, 161-163
positioning, 158
print size options, 157
scaling options, 158
size, modifying, 73-74
resampling, 73
resizing, 46
resolution
pixels, 45-46
resampling, 46-48
rotating, 198-200
saving, 69
as copies, 52
for editing, 50
file formats, 48-51
ICC profiles, 52
layers, 52
lowercase extensions, 52
in Organizer, 51
as Photoshop EPS files, 53
as Photoshop PDF files, 53
preferences, 55-56
for publication, 51
thumbnails, 52
as TIFF files, 54-55
version sets, 51
for the Web, 50, 56-58
selecting areas. See selections
size
for the Web, 58
modifying, 73
straightening, 200-201
transformations, 205
applying, 206
distorting, 209
free, 211-212
perspective, 209-211
reference points, 212
skewing, 206-208
transforming, 206
type, adding, 136-137
Import, Frame from Video command (File menu), 68
importing
photos, 63
card readers, 66-68
cell phone compatibility, 64
USB cables, 65-66
stillframe captures, 68-69
Impressionist Brush, 402-404
ink (printers), 154
inkjet printers, 152
Input Level sliders, 258
intensity (color), 311-312
Inverse command (Select menu), 120
Invert filter, 444
JPEG 2000 file format, 49
JPEG file format, 48, 233-234
.JPF files, 49
.JPG files, 48
.JPX files, 49
keyword tags, 21, 88
Keyword Tags palette, 21
Kodak EasyShare Gallery, 155
Lasso tool, 27, 114
Layer menu (Editor), 24
layers, 125-127
adding/deleting, 128-129
adjustment
adding, 418-420
masks, editing, 420-424
Background, 133
combining, 130
creating, 126-128
grouping, 131
linking, 130
moving, 129
names, 128
opacity, 131
painting, 399
saving files in, 52
shape, distorting, 216
stacking order, 129
styles, 415-417
type
creating, 136
distorting, 216
special effects, 145
visibility, 131
Layers command (Window menu), 126
Layers palette
adding/deleting layers, 128-129
combining layers, 130
grouping layers, 131
layer opacity, 131
layer visibility, 131
linking layers, 130
moving layers, 129
viewing, 126
leading (type), 140
lens flare effect, 352
Lens Flare filter, 352
leopard-skin type, 144
Levels dialog box
color casts, 306
lighting adjustments, 258-259, 262
Levels tool, 100
Lighten blending mode, 426
Lighten Shadows slider, 260
Lighter Color blending mode, 426, 429
lighting
adding, 353
adjusting, 356
black and white photos, 287-289
composites, 413
effects, 352
adding light, 353
adjusting lights, 356
light properties, 355
light types, 354
texture, 355
tutorial, 353
fixing
Auto Contrast, 242
Auto Levels, 241
Brightness/Contrast tool, 257
Guided Edit mode, 270-271
Highlights/Shadows dialog box, 259-261
Levels dialog box, 258-262
Smart Fix, 99
help, 7
properties, 355
Quick Fixes
Contrast tool, 100
dark photo fix, 101-102
Levels tool, 100
Shadows/Highlights tool, 100
types, 354
Lighting and Exposure category (Guided Edit), 270-271
Lighting Effects filter, 352-354
light
adding, 353
adjusting, 356
properties, 355
texture, 355
types, 354
tutorial website, 353
Lightness slider, 248
Linear Burn blending mode, 426-428
Linear Dodge blending mode, 426
Linear Light blending mode, 426
lines, 395
linking layers, 130
liquefying images, 437-440
Liquify filter, 437-440
LiveDocs, 8
loading speed of web pages, 186-187
location mapping of photos, 90
lowercase file extensions, 52
Luminosity blending mode, 427, 430
M
Magic Eraser, 30, 407-408
Magic Selection tool, 27, 116
Magic Wand tool, 27, 115-116
Magnetic Lasso tool, 27, 114
managing layers
adding/deleting, 128-129
combining, 130
grouping, 131
linking, 130
moving, 129
opacity, 131
visibility, 131
mapping photos, 90
masks
adjustment layers, 420-424
type masks, 141-142
measuring tools (Editor toolbox), 26
Median filter, 341
Memory Sticks, 66
menus
Editor, 23-25
Organizer, 17-18
Help, 8-9
merging layers, 130
Midtone Contrast slider, 260
mobile phones for emailing photos, 168
modes (Guided Edit)
Basic Photo Edits, 268-270
Color Correction, 272-274
Guided Activities, 274
Lighting and Exposure, 270-271
Photomerge, 275
undoing, 276
warnings, 267-268
Modify, Border command (Select menu), 120
modifying
adjustment layer masks, 420-424
canvas size, 73
images
canvas size, 74-75
print size, 73-74
size, 73
perspective, 209-211
photos, 14
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modifying

- selections, 118
  - borders, 125
  - edges, 121-123
  - filling with paint, 124-125
  - reshaping, 119-120
- stacks, 80
- type, 138-141
- Mosaic Tiles filter, 362
- Motion Blur dialog box, 349
- Motion Blur filter, 349
- Move tool, 27, 314
- moving
  - layers, 129
  - objects in images, 313-315
- .MRF files, 48
- multifunction device printers, 152
- Multiply blending mode, 425

N

- names
  - albums, 84
  - layers, 128
  - online galleries, 175
  - smart albums, 87
- navigating
  - Editor
    - Guided Edit mode, 34
    - Image Bin, 34
    - menu bar, 23-25
    - Options bar, 25
    - Palette Bin, 33
    - Quick Fix mode, 34
    - status bar, 33-34
    - toolbox, 25-32
    - workspace, 33
  - Organizer
    - menu bar, 17-18
    - Photo Browser, 19-21
    - Status bar, 23
    - Task pane, 21-23
    - toolbar, 19
- navigation tools (Editor toolbox), 26
- .NEF files, 48
- neon effect with glowing edges, 381
- Neon Glow filter, 447
- New dialog box, 40
- new features, 10
- new image files
  - built-in presets, 42
  - creating, 39-41
- New Layer dialog box, 128, 418
- noise
  - adding, 342-343
  - bright spots, 341
  - deleting, 340-341
  - graininess, 341
  - JPEGs, smoothing out, 233-234
- Noise filters
  - Add Noise, 342
  - Despeckle, 340
  - Dust & Scratches, 340-341
  - Median, 341
  - Reduce Noise, 341
- Noise commands (Filter menu)
  - Add Noise, 342
  - Despeckle, 340
  - Dust & Scratches, 230, 340-341
  - Median, 341
  - Reduce Noise, 341
- Normal blending mode, 425

O

- objects
  - deleting, 324-327
  - drag-and-drop copying, 319-324
  - focusing attention, 310
  - moving in images, 313-315
  - removing
    - Clone Stamp tool, 223-225
    - copy and paste, 221-222
  - replacing
    - from another photo, 327-329
    - facial features, 330-332
- Ocean Ripple filter, 449
- off-color photo fix, 104-105
- oil painting filters
  - Paint Daubs, 376
  - Palette Knife, 375
  - Underpainting, 375
- Omni lights, 354
- online galleries
  - creating, 174-175
  - names, 175
  - posting, 175
  - templates, 174
- opacity
  - Brush tool, 400
  - layers, 131
  - selection fills, 125
- Open command (File menu), 42
- Open dialog box, 42
- opening files, 42-44
- Options bar
  - Editor, 25
  - Type tool, 138
    - Alignment setting, 140
    - Anti-Aliased button, 139
    - Change Text Orientation button, 141
    - color swatch, 140
    - Faux Bold button, 140
    - Faux Italic button, 140
    - fonts, 139
    - Leading setting, 140
- Order Prints command (File menu), 155
- ordering
  - prints, 155, 460
  - stamps, 460
- .ORF files, 48
- Organizer, 14
  - Auto Fix buttons, 108
  - Create tab, 15-16
  - Fix tab, 14
organizing photos  
albums, 82-84  
face tagging, 90-91  
keywords, 88-89  
by location, 90  
ratings, 91-92  
smart albums, 85-88  
stacks, 79-81  
orientation (type), 141  
Output Level sliders, 259  
Overlay blending mode, 426  
oversharpening, 317

P

Paint Bucket, 31, 133  
Paint Daubs filter, 376  
painting  
Brush tool, 398  
Editor toolbox tools, 30-31  
filling selections, 124-125  
layers, 399  
over areas in black and white photos, 289-290  
Palette Bin (Editor), 33  
Palette Knife filter, 375  
palettes  
Albums, 22  
Color Swatches  
choosing colors, 390-391  
layers, 126  
Content  
photo effects, 432  
pop-up menu, 143  
type effects, 143-145  
Effects  
applying filters, 337-338  
photo effects, 431  
type layers, 145  
Keyword Tags, 21  
Layers  
adding/deleting layers, 128-129  
combining layers, 130  
grouping layers, 131  
layer opacity, 131  
layer visibility, 131  
linking layers, 130  
moving layers, 129  
viewing, 126  
Quick Share, 22  
Undo History, 59  
paper, choosing, 156  
paragraph type, 137  
patching selections, 333  
Patchwork filter, 362  
patchwork quilt effect, 362  
PCT files, 49  
PCX file format, 48  
PDD files, 48  
PDF files, 49  
PDF slideshows of photos, 173  
PDP files, 49  
pen-and-ink effect, 379  
Pencil Sketch photo effect, 431  
Pencil tool, 30  
options, 405  
replacing colors, 406  
people  
deleting, 324-327  
replacing facial features, 330-332  
replacing from another photo, 327-329  
personal printers, 151  
perspective, modifying, 209-211  
photo books, creating, 455-457  
Photo Browser, 20-21  
photo collages, creating, 458  
Photo Downloader, 65  
Photo Downloader dialog box, 66  
photo effects, applying, 431-432  
photo maps, publishing, 176-177  
photo printers, 151  
Photo Project Format file format, 48  
Photomerge, 7, 275  
Photomerge Faces, 330-332  
Photomerge Group Shot, 327-329  
photos. See also images  
adding to albums, 84  
black and white  
burning, 287-289  
cropping, 291  
dodging, 287-288  
exercise, 294-296  
fixing, 282-286  
hand-coloring, 315-316  
painting over areas, 289-290  
removing tints, 290-291  
straightening, 291  
tears/folds, 293-294  
tinting, 298-300  
vignetting, 297-298  
cropping  
crop tools, 29  
Guided Edit mode, 268  
deleting from stacks, 80  
dust and scratches, removing, 229-232
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EasyShare/SmugMug galleries, 178-179
emailing
  as attachments, 169
  mobile phones, 168
  as PDF slideshow, 173
Stationary and Layouts
  wizard, 170-172
filtering, 20
finding, 21
fixing
  blurry, 106-107
  color, 104-105
  dark, 101-102
importing, 63
  card readers, 66-68
  cell phone compatibility, 64
  stillframe captures, 68-69
  USB cables, 65-66
keyword tags, 21
modifying, 14
online galleries, 174-175
organizing
  albums, 82-84
  by location, 90
  face tagging, 90-91
  keywords, 88-89
  ratings, 91-92
  smart albums, 85-88
  stacks, 79-81
photo maps, 176-177
prints, ordering, 155, 460
protecting, 304
rating, 91-92
red eye
  fixing, 226
  manually fixing, 227-229
  Red Eye Removal tool, 227
removing small objects
  Clone Stamp tool, 223-225
  copy and paste, 221-222
retouching, 30
scanning, 69-72
  Date and Time data, 86
  troubleshooting, 76
selecting
  Photo Browser, 20
  selection tools, 27
sharing, 16
sharpening, 270
storing, 14
straightening, 268, 291
unstacking, 81, 93
web
  colors, 167
  compression, 166-167
  formats, 166
Photoshop Elements
  history, 9-10
  Photoshop, compared, 5
  upgrading, 11
Photoshop Elements Help command (Help menu), 8
Photoshop EPS file format, 48, 53
Photoshop file format, 48
Photoshop PDF files, 49, 53
Photoshop Raw file format, 49
PICT file format, 49
picture element (pixels), 45-48
picture packages, printing, 161-163
Pin Light blending mode, 426, 429
Pixar file format, 49
pixels (picture elements), 45-48
Plastic Wrap filter, 447
PNG file format, 49, 60
point type, 137
Polygonal Lasso tool, 27, 114
polygons, 395
portable printers, 151
Poster Edges filter, 383
Posterize filter, 444
posterizing colors, 444
posting online galleries, 175
preferences
  file saving, 55-56
  setting, 36
Preferences dialog box, 36
Preferences commands (Edit menu)
  General, 36
  Saving Files, 55
Preserve Details slider, 341
pressure-sensitive graphics
  tablets, 439
Print command (File menu), 157
Print dialog box
  Color Management section, 158
  Page Setup options, 159
  Position area, 158
  Print Size options, 157
  Scaled Print Size area, 158
Print Multiple Photos command (File menu), 160
Print Photos dialog box, 160
print size, modifying, 73-74
printers
  choosing, 151-152
  color laser, 153-154
  contact sheets, 160-161
  dye sublimation, 153
  enabling color management, 155-156
  ink, 154
  inkjet, 152
  longevity of printouts, 163
  multifunction device, 152
  paper, choosing, 156
  personal, 151
  photo, 151
  picture packages, 161-163
  portable, 151
  printing images, 157-159
  printing on fabric, 163
  snapshot, 151
printing images, 157-159
  color management options, 158
  color systems, 149-151
  contact sheets, 160-161
  enabling color management, 155-157
on fabric, 163
longevity, 163
ordering prints, 155
output settings, 158
page setup options, 159
paper, choosing, 156
picture packages, 161-163
positioning, 158
print size options, 157
printers, choosing, 151-154
scaling options, 158
Printing Warning dialog box, 162
prints, ordering, 155, 460
problems with color, 304
process inks, 150
projects
calendars, 457
cards, 463-464
CD jackets/labels, 461-462
Create, 15
photo books, 455-457
photo collages, 458
stamps, 460
protecting digital prints, 304
.PS files, 48
.PSD files, 48
.PSE files, 48
publishing
EasyShare/SmugMug galleries, 178-179
online galleries, 174-175
photo maps, 176-177
Pucker tool, 438
.PXR files, 49

R
Radial Blur dialog box, 348
Radial Blur filter, 347-348
Radius slider, 347
.RAF files, 48
rating photos, 91-92
.RAW files, 49
rearranging photos, 84
rectangles, 394
Rectangular Marquee tool, 27, 112, 194
red eye, fixing, 226
manually, 227-229
Red Eye Fix, 100
Red Eye Removal tool, 227
Red Eye Fix, 100
Red Eye Removal tool, 30, 227
red, green, and blue (RGB), 149
Redo button (Organizer), 18
Redo command (Edit menu), 59
redoing, 59
Reduce Color Noise slider, 341
Reduce Noise filter, 233-234, 341
reference points (transformations), 212
Refine Edge command (Select menu), 122
Refine Edge dialog box, 122-123
Reflection tool, 438
Remove Color Cast dialog box, 245, 306
Remove Distortion slider, 213
removing
bright spots, 341
color, 248
color casts, 245
dust and scratches
Dust & Scratches filter, 229-231
Healing brush, 231-232
Spot Healing brush, 232
graininess, 341
layers, 128-129
noise, 340-341
objects, 324-327
Clone Stamp tool, 223-225
copy and paste, 221-222
photos from stacks, 80
tints, 290-291
type styles, 144
Render filters
3D Transform, 357-360
Clouds, 350
Difference Clouds, 350
Fibers, 351
Lens Flare, 352
Lighting Effects, 352
adding light, 353
adjusting lights, 356
light properties, 355
light types, 354
texture, 355
tutorial website, 353
Texture Fill, 357
Render commands (Filter menu)
3D Transform, 358
Clouds, 350
Difference Clouds, 350
Lighting Effects, 353
Replace Color dialog box, 250-254
replacing

color
Color Replacement tool, 251-252
Replace Color dialog box, 250-254
facial features, 330-332
people from another photo, 327-329
resampling, 46-48, 73
reshaping selections, 119-120
Resize commands (Image menu)
Canvas Size, 74
Image Size, 73
resizing images, 46
resolution
pixels, 45-46
resampling, 46-48
setting, 47
retouching photos, 30
retouching tools (Editor toolbox), 30
RGB (red, green, and blue), 149
.RLE files, 48
Rotate Left button (Organizer toolbar), 19
Rotate Right button (Organizer toolbar), 19
Rotate commands (Image menu)
90° Left or 90° Right, 199
Custom, 199
Flip Horizontal, 201
Flip Vertical, 201
rotating images, 198-200
Rough Pastels filter, 377
rounded rectangles, 394
rule of thirds, 196

S
saturation, 264
color, 104
fixing, 311-313
Saturation blending mode, 427
Saturation slider (Hue/Saturation dialog box), 248
Save As command (File menu), 50
Save As dialog box, 50, 69
Save for Web command (File menu), 56
Save for Web dialog box, 56
saving
image files, 69
as copies, 52
for editing, 50
file formats, 48-51
ICC profiles, 52
layers, 52
lowercase extensions, 52
in Organizer, 51
as Photoshop EPS files, 53
as Photoshop PDF files, 53
preferences, 55-56
for publication, 51
thumbnails, 52
as TIFF files, 54-55
version sets, 51
for the Web, 50, 56-58
online galleries, 175
selections, 356
Scale slider, 215
scaling composites, 414
scanning photos, 69-72
Date and Time data, 86
troubleshooting, 76
Scitex CT file format, 49
scrapbook pages, creating, 458
scratches, removing
Dust & Scratches filter, 229-231
Healing brush, 231-232
Spot Healing brush, 232
Screen blending mode, 426-428
.SCT files, 49
SD (Secure Digital) cards, 66
Select menu (Editor), 24
Select menu commands
Feather, 122
Grow, 120
Inverse, 120
Modify, Border, 120
Refine Edge, 122
Similar, 120
Select Shape tool, 397
selecting. See choosing
Selection Brush tool, 27, 117-118
selection marques, hiding, 321
Selection tools, 111
choosing, 132
cropping images, 194, 202
Editor toolbox, 27
Elliptical Marquee, 112-113
Lasso, 114
Magic Wand, 115-116
Quick Selection, 27, 116
Rectangular Marquee, 112
Selection Brush, 117-118
selections
borders, 120, 125
dates, 86
edges, 121-123
filling, 124-125, 133
inverting, 120
modifying, 118
patching, 333
reshaping, 119-120
saving, 356
Selection tools, 111
choosing, 132
cropping images, 194, 202
Editor toolbox, 27
Elliptical Marquee, 112-113
Lasso, 114
Magic Wand, 115-116
Quick Selection, 27, 116
Rectangular Marquee, 112
Selection Brush, 117-118
selective color adjustments, 307-308
setting preferences, 36
shadows
fixing, 309
Shadows/Highlights Quick Fix tool, 100
type, 207-208
Shadows/Highlights tool, 100
Shape Selection tool, 32
shape tools
  combining shapes, 396-397
custom shapes, 397
drawing shapes, 392
Editor toolbox, 31
geometry options, 394-396
styles, 393
shapes
  combining, 396-397
customizing, 396-397
drawing, 392
geometry options, 394-396
layers, distorting, 216
styles, 393
symmetrical, 32
shaping selections, 119-120
Share tab (Editor/Organizer), 16
sharing photos, 16
Sharpen tool, 30, 310
sharpening
  blurry photos, 106-107
  Guided Edit mode, 270
  images, 310
  oversharpening, 317
  Quick Fixes, 106-107
Sharpness slider (Quick Fix), 106-107
Shift Pixels tool, 438
Show Map command (Display menu), 176
Similar command (Select menu), 120
simplifying type, 142
size
  canvas
    choosing, 40
    modifying, 73-75
  images
    for the Web, 58
    modifying, 73
    resizing without changing pixels, 46
    print size, modifying, 73-74
Sketch commands (Filter menu)
  Chalk & Charcoal, 378
  Conté Crayon, 378
  Graphic Pen, 379
skewing images, 206-208
skin tone, fixing, 256-257, 273
Skin Tone Eyedropper tool, 273
sliders
  Brush Size, 381
  Darken Highlights, 260
  Hue/Saturation dialog box, 248
  Input Level, 258
  Lighten Shadows, 260
  Midtone Contrast, 260
  Output Levels, 259
  Preserve Details, 341
  Radius, 347
  Reduce Color Noise, 341
  Remove Distortion, 213
  Scale, 215
  Sharpness (Quick Fix), 106-107
  Smoothness, 374
  Spray Radius, 374
  Strength, 341
  Threshold, 347
  Vignette Amount, 214
  Vignette Midpoint, 214
slideshows, 82
smart albums, creating, 85-88
Smart Blur filter, 346-347
Smart Fix, 99
smoothing out JPEGs, 233-234
Smoothness slider, 374
Smudge Stick filter, 378
Smudge tool, 30
SmugMug galleries, 178-179
Snapfish website, 179
snapshot printers, 151
Soft Light blending mode, 426
Solarize filter, 451
Spatter dialog box, 374
Spatter filter, 374
special effects (type), 142-143
  leopard-skin, 144
  type layers, 145
  warping, 145-147
speed of web pages, 186-187
spell-checking type, 147
Sponge filter, 381
Sponge tool, 30, 311-312
sponging effect, 381
Spot Healing brush, 30
  removing dust & scratches, 232
  tears/folds, 293
spotlights, 354
Spray Radius slider, 374
Stack commands (Edit menu)
  Automatically Suggest Photo Stacks, 81
  Remove Selected Photos from Stack, 80
  Set As Top Photo, 80
  Stack Selected Photos, 80
  Unstack Photos, 81
stacks
  creating, 79-81
  layers, 129
  modifying, 80
  unstacking photos, 93
Stained Glass filter, 363
stamps, ordering, 460
Stationary and Layouts wizard, 170-172
Status bar
  Editor, 33-34
  Organizer, 23
stillframe captures, importing, 68-69
storing photos, 14
Straighten and Crop Image command (Image menu), 199
Straighten Image command (Image menu), 199
Straighten tool, 29, 200-201, 268
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straightening

Guided Edit mode, 268
images, 200-201, 291
Strength slider, 341
Stroke (Outline) Selection command (Edit menu), 125
Stroke dialog box, 125
styles
fonts, 139
shapes, 393
type, 144
Stylize commands (Filter menu)
Glowing Edges, 381
Solarize, 451
Sumi-e filter, 380
symmetrical shapes, 32
systems (color), 149-151

T

tablets, 439
tags
face tagging, 90-91
keyword, 88
Targa file format, 49
Task pane (Organizer), 21-23
tasks (Guided Edit), 7
tears, fixing, 293-294
templates (online galleries), 174
text. See type
texture
adding, 360, 364
cracks, 361
grain, 361-362
mosaic, 362
patchwork quilt, 362
stained glass, 363
lighting effects, 355
oil painting effects, 375
Texture Fill filter, 357
Texture filters, 360
   Craquelure, 361
   Grain, 361-364
   Mosaic Tiles, 362
   Patchwork, 362
   Stained Glass, 363
Texturizer dialog box, 375
Texturizer filter, 364
.TGA files, 49
Threshold filter, 445-446
Threshold slider, 347
thumbnails, 52
.TIF files, 48
.TIFF files, 49, 54-55
tiled web page backgrounds, 181-183
time data (scans), 86
Timeline command (Window menu), 20
tints
   applying, 298-300
   hand-coloring black and white photos, 315-316
   removing, 290-291
tips (brushes), 399-400
toolbars (Organizer), 19
toolboxes
   Editor, 25
crop tools, 29
drawing tools, 30-31
Foreground and Background color swatches, 32
measuring tools, 26
navigation tools, 26
painting tools, 30-31
retouching tools, 30
selection tools, 27
shape tools, 31
type tools, 28
Liquify, 438
tools
   Auto Color Correction, 242
   Auto Contrast, 242
   Auto Levels, 241
   Background Eraser, 30, 314, 409-410
   Bloat, 438
   Blur, 30, 310, 367
   Brightness/Contrast, 257
Brush, 30
   Airbrush mode, 400
   angle, 402
   blending modes, 400
   fade, 400
   hand-tinting black and white photos, 315
   hardness, 402
   hue jitter, 400
   Impressionist Brush, 402-404
   opacity, 400
   options, 399-402
   painting with, 398
   physical attributes, 400
   roundness, 402
   scatter, 401
   spacing, 402
tips, 399-400
Burn, 30, 287-289
Clone Stamp, 30
   creating backgrounds, 315
   painting over areas, 289
   removing small objects, 223-225
tears/folds, 293
   erasing with, 406
   Magic Eraser, 407-408
Eyedropper, 27, 391
Gradient, 31
Hand, 26
Healing brush, 30, 289
Horizontal Type, 28
Horizontal Type Mask, 28
Lasso, 27, 114
Levels, 100
Liquify toolbox, 438
Magic Eraser, 30, 407-408
Magic Wand, 27, 115-116
Magnetic Lasso, 27, 114
Move, 27, 314
Paint Bucket, 31, 133
Pencil, 30, 405-406
Polygonal Lasso, 27, 114
Pucker, 438
Quick Fixes
choosing, 97
color, 103-105
dark photo fix, 101-102
General fixes, 99-100
lighting, 100
Organizer Auto Fix buttons, compared, 108
Sharpen slider, 106-107
workflow, 98-99
Quick Selection brush, 27, 116
Rectangular Marquee, 27, 112, 194
Red Eye Removal, 30, 227
Reflection, 438
Remove Color Cast, 245
Select Shape, 397
Selection, 111
choosing, 132
cropping images, 194, 202
Elliptical Marquee, 112-113
Lasso, 114
Magic Wand, 115-116
Quick Selection, 27, 116
Rectangular Marquee, 112
Selection Brush, 27, 117-118
Shadows/Highlights, 100
shape, 392-393
combining shapes, 396-397
custom shapes, 397
drawing shapes, 392
geometry options, 394-396
styles, 393
Shape Selection, 32
Sharpen, 30, 310
Shift Pixels, 438
Skin Tone Eyedropper tool, 273
Smudge, 30
Sponge, 30, 311-312
Spot Healing brush, 30
removing dust &
scratches, 232
tears/folds, 293
Straighten, 29, 200-201, 268
Turbulence, 438
Twirl Clockwise, 438
Twirl Counter Clockwise, 438
type, 135
Horizontal Type, 136
Options bar, 138-141
Type Mask, 28, 141-142
Vertical Type Mask, 28
Warp, 438
Zoom, 26
tool tips, 6
Transform commands (Image menu)
Free Transform, 211-212
Perspective, 210
Skew, 206
transformations, 205-206
applying, 206
distorting, 209, 216
fixing distorted images, 213-215
free, 211-212
perspective, 209-211
reference points, 212
skewing, 206-208
Turbulence tool, 438
Twirl Clockwise tool, 438
Twirl Counter Clockwise tool, 438
twisting colors
Gradient Map filter, 441-442
Invert filter, 444
posterizing, 444
Threshold filter, 445-446
type
adding, 136-137
attributes, 138
alignment, 140
anti-aliasing, 139
color, 140
fonts, 139-140
leading, 140
orientation, 141
fonts, 138-139
layers
creating, 136
distorting, 216
special effects, 145
paragraph, 137
point type, 137
shadows, 207-208
simplifying, 142
special effects, 142-143
leopard-skin, 144
type layers, 145
warping, 145-147
spell-checking, 147
styles, 144
type masks, 141-142
Type tools, 28, 135
web page design, 183-184
Type Mask tools, 28, 141-142
Type tools, 135
Editor toolbox, 28
Horizontal Type, 136
Options bar, 138
Alignment setting, 140
Anti-Aliased button, 139
Change Text Orientation button, 141
Type tools

- color swatch, 140
- Faux Bold button, 140
- Faux Italic button, 140
- fonts, 139
- Leading setting, 140
- typeface, 147
- types of lighting, 354

**W**
- Warp Text dialog box, 145
- Warp tool, 438
- warping type, 145-147
- Water Paper filter, 382
- watercolor effects, 372
  - Dry Brush, 373
  - Spatter, 374
  - Watercolor, 373
- Watercolor filter, 373
- watercolor filters, 372
  - Dry Brush, 373
  - Spatter, 374
  - Watercolor, 373
- Wave filter, 449
- .WBM files, 49
- .WBMP files, 49
- web design, 179
  - backgrounds
    - creating, 179-180
    - tiled, creating, 181-183
  - image size, 58
  - loading speed, 186-187
  - saving images, 56-58
  - transparency, 184-186
  - type, 183-184
- web publishing
  - colors, 167
- EasyShare/SmugMug galleries, 178-179
- image compression, 166-167
- image formats, 166
- online galleries, 174-175
- photo maps, 176-177

**V**
- .VDA files, 49
- version sets, 51
- Vertical Type Mask tool, 28
- video stillframe captures, importing, 68-69
- View menu
  - Editor, 24
  - Organizer, 18
- viewing
  - albums, 82-84
  - Layers palette, 126
- Vignette Amount slider, 214
- Vignette Midpoint slider, 214
- vignetting, 297-298
- visibility of layers, 131
- Vivid Light blending mode, 426
- .VST files, 49
- Flickr, 179
- Gorey, Edward, 379
- Lighting Effects filter tutorial, 353
- Photoshop Elements Help PDF file, 9
- Snapfish, 179
- Wilhelm Imaging Research, 163

Welcome screen button, 17
- Wilhelm Imaging Research website, 163
- Window menu
  - Editor, 24
  - Organizer, 18
- Window menu commands
  - Color Swatches, 126
  - Content, 143
  - Effects, 145
  - Layers, 126
  - Timeline, 20
  - Undo History, 59
- Wireless Bitmap file format, 49
- workflow (Quick Fixes), 98-99
- workspace (Editor), 33
- woven surfaces effect, 351

**X-Z**
- Zoom tool, 26